
space, and lack of solar radiation, the work is more
tedious and the cold more penetrating than at com-
parable temperatures in the field in Antarctica.

In addition to being needed for storing and proc-
essing antarctic soils, the freezer is useful for training
personnel and testing equipment and instruments for
service in Antarctica or other cold environments.
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Adélie Penguin With
Three Chicks

occurring three-egg clutches in Adélie nests, but in-
duced females to lay a third egg by removing the
first within 24 hours of laying. The additional egg
was significantly smaller than the other two.

The accompanying photograph, taken at Litch-
field Island (64°46'S. 64 0 06'W.) off the southern
end of Anvers Island in January 1966, demonstrates
that it is possible for a pair of Adélies to rear three
chicks at least to half growth. We arrived at Anvers
Island too late in the season to observe the egg stage
in the Adélies and cannot state whether the three
chicks had the same Parents. Nor were we able to
follow the brood through the creche stage to suc-
cessful fledging.

Our trip to the Antarctic aboard the Coast Guard
icebreaker Eastwind was sponsored by grant GA-169
of the National Science Foundation's U.S. Antarctic
Research Program.
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Sladen (1958) gives the usual clutch in the Adélie
penguin (Pygoscelis adeliae) as two, with one-egg
clutches the rule for inexperienced breeders. He at-
tributes previous records of three eggs in one nest to
displacement of the supplemental egg from another
nest through fighting. Experimental pairs which ac-
cepted a third egg were never seen to retain the
additional one for long. Sladen (personal communi-
cation, 1968), in the 10 years since his report was
published, has not seen one instance of a three-egg
Adélie clutch in six seasons in Antarctica.

Stonehouse (1963) likewise found no naturally

Adult Adélie penguin with three chicks.
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Notes

Naval Support Force Issues
New Guide to Equipment and Stations

A new edition of Support for Science, Antarctica
has recently been issued by the U.S. Naval Support
Force, Antarctica. The 50-page publication, which
contains over 100 illustrations, presents basic informa-
tion about the stations currently maintained in Ant-
arctica by the United States, and about the aircraft,
ships, vehicles, and special equipment used in U.S.
antarctic support operations.

Equipment is described in brief narratives accom-
panied by photographs and general performance data.
Plot plans and photographs of currently active U.S.
stations are also included. Tables provide average and
extreme weather data for active stations, a 12-year
summary (Deep Freeze I through Deep Freeze 67)
of the winter population at present and former U.S.
stations, and a review of ship participation through
Deep Freeze 68.

Added since the last (September 1965) edition is
information on the PM-3A nuclear reactor and the
desalination plant at McMurdo Station, on automatic
weather stations, and on the use of meteorological
satellites. The publication also has a new format and
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